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Area:              2.166 Mill. km2 
  Ice free:        0.410 Mill. km2
  (Germany:    0.357 Mill. km2) 
  Ice covered: 1.756 Mill. km2
Glaciation:       81.1 %
























West - East:  1050 km
The Greenlandic ice sheet equals 
7.2 m of sea-level change
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Main topics of research:
• Meteorology over the Greenland ice cap
• Geodetic surveying / ice movement
• Surface mass balance of the ice sheet
• Thickness of the ice sheet
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1.11.1880 born at Berlin
1899 Abitur at Cöllnisches Gymnasium
(High School) Berlin
1899-1904 Study of Mathematics and
Science with focus on Astronomy 
at Berlin, Heidelberg and Innsbruck 
(Austria)
1904 Ph. D.: „Die Alfonsinischen
Tafeln für den Gebrauch des modernen
Rechners“ in Berlin
1902-1903 Astronomer at  Volks-
Sternwarte (Observatory) Urania at Berlin
1905-1906 Technical Assistent at
Aeronautic Observatory
at Lindenberg adjacent to Berlin, balloon 
flights for research
Who was Alfred Wegener ?













1906-1908 First Greenland expedition
(Danmark-Expedition), under leadership of
Ludvig Mylius Erichsen
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Balloon launch with radiosonde
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KITE AND CAPTIVE BALLON ASCENTS





MEDDELELSER OM GRØNLAND VOL. XLII, No. I
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DANMARK-EXPEDITION TO THE NORTHEAST 
COAST OF GREENLAND 1906-1908, VOLUME 
VI, NO.1





J.P. KOCH AND A. WEGENER 
BIANCO LUNOS BOGTRYKKERI 
KØBENHAVN
1911 
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1909-1919 Habilitation in Meteorology
and Astronomy and Privatdozent (lecturer)
at University Marburg (Germany)
Who was Alfred Wegener ?











1912-1913 Second Greenland expedition
together with Johan Peter Koch, Lars
Larsen und Vigfus Sigurdsson












View from top of „observation hill“ across 
Danmarkshavn and Dove Bay
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Scientific Results
OF THE DANISH EXPEDITION TO DRONNING
LOUISES-LAND AND ACROSS THE INLAND ICE
FROM NORTH GREENLAND 1912-13 UNDER 
THE LEADERSHIP OF CAPTAIN J.P. KOCH
by




WITH 240 FIGURES IN THE TEXT, 1 POTRAIT AND 4 CHARTS
REPRINT OF MEDDELELSER OM GRØNLAND VOL. LXXV
BIANCO LUNOS BOGTRYKKERI A/S 
KØBENHAVN
1930 
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Scientific Results
OF THE DANISH EXPEDITION TO DRONNING
LOUISES-LAND AND ACROSS THE INLAND ICE
FROM NORTH GREENLAND 1912-13 UNDER 
THE LEADERSHIP OF CAPTAIN J.P. KOCH
by




WITH 140 FIGURES IN THE TEXT AND 3 STEREOGRAPHIC IMAGES
REPRINT OF MEDDELELSER OM GRØNLAND VOL. LXXV
BIANCO LUNOS BOGTRYKKERI A/S
KØBENHAVN
1930 
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1912-1913
Koch & Wegener, 
Wintering over and 

















Borg station for 
wintering over
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Snow pit
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Todays sledge traverse across 
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Surface mass balance Greenland















old data + pit & AWI firn core data
F. Jung-Rothenhäusler: Rep. Polar Res. 280 (1998) Box, J. E. et al. :  J. Climate 19, 2783-2800 (2006)
AWI points
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Who was Alfred Wegener ?
1912-1913 Second Greenland expedition
together withJohan Peter Koch, Lars
Larsen und Vigfus Sigurdsson
1914-1918 Soldier in the army in Belgium and 
France, later meteorologist with
weather service of the army
1919-1924 Head of department at the
„Deutsche Seewarte“ (German marine 
observatory), lecturer at University Hamburg
1924-1930 Professor for Meteorology
and Geophysics at University Graz (Austria).
Austrian citizenship.











Alfred Wegener 1880 - 1930
Meteorologist and Geophysicist
1930-1931 “Deutsche Grönlandexpedition
Alfred Wegener“ (German Greenland 
expedition Alfred Wegener)
Nov 1930 Wegener and his companian
Villumsen passed away on the Greenland ice 
sheet
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First edition publ. in 1932
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HIDDEN IN THE ICE
Narratives from base „Eismitte“ of the last Expedition 
of Alfred Wegener to Greenland
1933















































NGRIP drill camp 1996-2003
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D. Steinhage, AWI, 
pers. comm. (2010)NGRIP












on the 79°-Glacier, Northeast Greenland
Ice thickness by explosive seismics
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Geophys.Res.Letters 27(15), 2289-2292 (2000)
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Thanks for your attention
